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Doctor Sii'pylet 'Evening' Faeren New Tur'lista
Sii'pylet 'Evening' Faeren New Tur'lista

Species: Lorath Matriarchy
Gender: Female

Age: 48 (24 human equivalent)

Family: Meur'lel 'Chastity' Faeren Occhesta (Mother) Orrosol 'Verdant' Faeren Occhesta
(Father) Ve'liile 'Mirth' Faeren New Tur'lista (Sister)

Zodiac Sign: Capricorn
Height: 5'6
Weight: 150 Lbs.
Bra Size: 34D

Organization Lorath Self Defense Force, House New Tur'lista
Rank Junior Warrant Officer

Occupation Medical Officer
Current Placement LSDF Scoutship Trishka

Evening In Roleplay

Sii'pylet 'Evening' Faeren New Tur'lista is a Player Character played by Annie. Her first name is
pronounced 'SIH-PEH-LEET', while her family name is pronounced 'FAY-REEN'.

Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'6 (1.70m)

Mass: 150 Lbs. (68kg.)

Measurements: 36-30-38 (91-76-96cm)

Bra Size: 34D

Build and Skin Colour: The less-than-physical nature of her chosen field has allowed her a bit of leeway
with her weight distribution, so to speak – soft all over, with not an ounce of muscle on her form, she's of
a lush build with a smooth, pale ashen complexion.

Facial Features and Eye Color: Evening appears a bit younger than she really is (at least when
considering the human equivalent of her age – she appears around 18 or so.). She has a rounded face
with plush cheeks and lips, a slightly pointed but otherwise standard nose and full lips. Eyebrows are kept
neat and thin, and her eyes are an expressive, intense, almost neon green, and are typically framed by a
pair of black eyeglasses.

Hair Color and Style: Evening's hair is naturally a soft, snow white, but has been habitually dyed a
dark, inky black color that shines blue in bright light. Her hair falls just above her shoulderblades and is
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usually pulled up or back into one or more 'tails', though when working she will tie it back into a tight bun
at the back of her head and leave two long bangs to fall around her face.

Distinguishing Features: Of course, it's impossible not to spot the crow-black wings that sprout from
her back – they're rather pathetic, mind you, in all their stunted glory, fluttering with soft and fluffy
feathers the color of charcoal and proving to be perfectly useless for anything besides decoration.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: An incredibly driven perfectionist who shows signs of possessing a slight Narcissus
Complex. Highly professional and typically tolerable, though getting along with her on anything more
than a professional level requires a bit of getting used to and a lot of patience. Usually, she seems
impartial, detached, though she does have a sense of fiery passion that usually manifests itself in the
form of a very, very bad temper – the product of the bad habit of bottling up her anger. However, she
has, to say the least, a surprising bedside manner and tends to be very gentle (one could try to call it
caring, but she'd just laugh it off.).

Likes: Warm tea, clean workspace, literature, rainstorms, hot showers, plants, pastries

Dislikes: Messes (especially a messy workplace.), know-it-alls (other than herself.), arguments that she
can't win, hot weather, Coffee

Goals: To serve the Matriarchy, live a full life, die old and leave a beautiful corpse.

Behavioral Quirks

Will often push an argument as far as she can, even if she knows she can't win.

When angry, she breaks things, but only small things – it's not uncommon for her to replace several
pairs of glasses in a year, or to have a trashcan full of snapped pencils and pens.

Painfully sarcastic when irritated, mildly sarcastic when in a good mood.

Tends to flutter her wings, especially when deep in thought.

History

Pre-RP

Evening was raised briefly and minimally in a rather standard home. She preferred books to interaction
with others and didn't socialize much at all, so when she was sent off to school, it was no surprise that
she breezed through all of her classes in the Occhestian Government Infant Education Program. She
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always turned out to be a fast learner, and ended up quickly bored due to a lack of challenge in some of
the material.

It was not until her later years, well past Junior school that she even considered socialization with her
peers, finding few and far between companions in the Occhestian Biological Science Education Program
who shared her interest in biology. Deciding to take the path of a doctor, she joined the Advanced
Medical Sciences Program, where she made a few more friends (though she barely saw it that way.), and
even got to know some individuals outside of the Occhestan caste.

Due to her friendships, when the Occhestian government split from the Lorath Matriarchy during her
internship, Evening decided to remain with the Matriarchy loyalists and continue her service to the
Matriarchy, which motivated her to join the Lorath Self Defense Force and serve to protect her interests
while at the same time allowing her to practice medicine which would be vital to the survival of others.

Skills

Communications

Speaking her native tongue of Lorath comes quite naturally. She is also fluent in Yamataian and the
Trade language, as well as reading and writing all three languages. Hailing from the New Tur'lista caste,
this is one of her strong suits, capable of delivering clear, concise reports and decoding certain
messages.

Knowledge

Blessed with mostly book smarts, she has studied various aspects of the law as well as science and
history. She also can trace the origins of certain types of technology. Her memory is very sharp, both
long and short term.

Technology Operations

Lorath technology, along with certain off-world items that have been introduced into Lorath society, are
typically familiar to her – and if they are not familiar or are particularly new, their workings are easily
learned if given appropriate time and materials – she's a big fan of reading the manuals, after all.

Humanities

While this is not applied as often as one would expect, Evening is relatively knowledgeable of the various
aspects of psychology and sociology. This allows her to deal with distressed or potentially hostile
individuals, usually (and that is a big 'if', given her personality.) without getting her head bitten off
(figuratively and literally…), and her study of the mind and reactions of different individuals typically
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gives her the know-how to say the 'right' things in various situations, including negotiations, and even
interrogation. Still, emotions tend to interfere so this isn't one of her more practiced skills.

Biology

Anatomy and the internal workings of various organisms is rather essential for her work. She has an
extensive knowledge of a myriad of Lorath lifeforms and is always excited to find another species to
inspect.

Medical and Science

She is qualified for a vast degree of medical work in general – while she does not specialize in any
particular field, she is more than able to perform various tasks; most anything from first-aid to moderate
surgery. She is also relatively well-versed in installation and maintenance of cybernatic parts, as most of
the New Tur'lista take an interest in.

Culinary

Evening bakes (and how.). Her affinity for sweets has led an interest beyond simply consuming; she can
create a variety of baked goods, and while she'll typically create dessert items, she can also make
various sorts of Breads and knows how to put together nice, if not rich, meals.

Inventory

Standard Issue Items

Lorath Self Defense Force Uniform Components

1 Rank Patch Set, re-applicable adhesive type
1 M37/38 Environmental Battledress Uniform with collapsible helmet
2 Uniform blouse, gray, with appropriate caste and assignment markings
2 Uniform shirts, gray, with appropriate caste and assignment markings

Caste position and awards on left sleeve
Rank and position information on right sleeve
Rank patch on right shoulder
Caste indicators on left shoulder and arm bands

2 pair of pants, gray
2 pair of kilt/skirts, gray
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2 stonethread undershirts, caste color
Individual name printed on back and left breast of chest.

2 cotton undershirts, gray
2 pair synthetic fiber stockings, black
1 pair synthetic leather gloves, black
1 pair leather boots, black
1 pair short boots, black
2 belts, black, brass buckled, sword and pistol usage.
1 Beret

Rank patch on front left

Weather Gear

1 black balaclava
Rank patch on left forehead

1 black stonethread poncho (quarter inch thick), weather resistant inlay, caste colored stripe

Workout Clothing and Undergarments

2 custom print boxer trunks
2 white ringer T-Shirts with pocket on left breast
1 pair black loafers
1 pair black wrestling shoes
4 black boyshort cut panties
6 black sport bras
3 black chest wraps
3 white chest wraps
4 pair of black boot Socks

Accessory Items

1 'Searing Blade' Traditional Melee Weapon System
1 LSDF “Ek'yra” Railgun Service Rifle

300 Rounds of 7.62mm ammunition or a plasma/energy pack
1 “M'Cel” 40/30mm Grenade Launcher with pistol grip.

2 Rounds of 40mm conventional explosive ammunition
2 Rounds of 40mm shot
1 40mm signaling flare

1 FMR-1 Stalwart Enforcer
200 Rounds of ammunition

Survival knife, carbon composite
Black sheath with loop and clips for belt or leg attachment (for the knife)
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Personal Hygiene

1 bottle of shampoo
1 bottle liquid body soap
1 stick of deodorant
1 toothbrush
1 tube of toothpaste
2 washcloths, white
2 towels, white
1 4oz Container of moisture absorbing powder
1 Make-up kit
1 Manicure kit
1 Hair brush
1 Hair dye kit
1 Set of hair ornaments and ties
1 Tooth repair and alteration kit

Currency

Electronic Money Card
Coin Purse, raw gems and metals amounting to 3000 HS in value, utilized by the Lorath Matriarchy.

Personal Inventory

Clothing & Accessories

1 White Coat

Miscellaneous Items

Lorath First Aid Kit

Cybernetic Components

Neural Interface System

Finances

Evening is currently a Junior Warrant Officer in the Lorath Self Defense Force. She receives a weekly
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salary of 1500HS per week.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 HS Starting Funds

OOC Discussion

i like toitles
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